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PROP*11'TIES OF BOLTS UN)ER SIIC-,'K LOADING

INTRODUCTION

Underwater exploiion tests have shown that dynamic loads :supported by holddown bolts seceariug

heavy equipments were about twice as large as could be carried staticajly. A series of tests were

undertaken to determine what bolt design• and material would be most efficient dnder dynamic conditions

when the bolt loading and mechanical shock waveforms approximated field combat Londitions. Specific

designdata were desired for the SMRA-6 diesel engine holddown bolts.

It has long been known that the mechanical properties of materials arm affected by-the rate of load

application. This characteristic bas been demonstrated for a variety of materials by authors listed in
References 1 through 19. In the specific instance of bolts, it has been shown that reduction of the
shank area by diameter reduction, longitudinal flutes, or axial holes, to a value compiiable to tie thread
root area, will greatly increase their ductility and energy-absorbing capacity. Although much effort has
been expended in this field, test results are usually not directly comparable, and are often ineompratible,
principally due to differences in rates of loading, performance criteria, measurement techniques, and to
undctetmined parameters, such as previous history--of the specimen. Test results indicate that not all
the mechanisms of dynamic performaince are clearly untierstobdd, and that it would be difficult to predict
a bolt's behavior in a particular dynamic application.

All of the tests "ited above have been designed to rvpture specimens with a single applictition of
load. Since such an occurrence would be cause for alarm in th- case of a bolt restraining essential
shipboard equipment, the present tests were designed to investigate the pioperties of a bolt subjected
to repeated impact loadings at stresses below that which would cause Tupture dering the first blow.
The relative quality of the bolts has been judged by comparison of the number of identical impact load-
ings they can withstand before failure, the average extension per blow, .the total elongation, and the
maximum dynamic strain. Much of the data included in this repot. for SAE 1020 cohl-rolled steel bolts
has been previously reported in Reference 18.

SPECIMENS

The dimensions end designs of the bolts tested are shcwn in Fig. 1. They are nominal 3/4-in.-
diameter bolts with over-all lengths of 2 in. for the short bolts and 4-1/4 in. for the long. and with ohm&n1
diameters of 0.750 in. for straight-shanr. bolts and 0.656 in. for reduced-shank bolts. Bolts of each
design were machined from hexagonal steel bar stcck, SAE 1020 in both the hot and cold-roll id conditions,
and SAE 4140 cold drawn and stress relieved. These materials are representative of a group of materials
possessing distinguishing metallographic characteristics; 1020 HR (hot rolled) has a well-defined yield
point, 1020 CR (cold rolled) exhibits a smooth transition from the elastic to plastic regions without a
pronounced yield point, and 4140 is classed as a high-strength steel. The numbers of bolts of each
design and material tested are shown in Table Al.* Standard 0.505-in.-diameter tensile specimens
were prepared from the bar stock used for each set of bolts and tested statically'to arsskr*!uniformity
of nuaterial. The data from these tests are shown as Tables A2, A4, and A6.

Tables Al through A9 are contained in the appendix.

1g
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STATIC TESTS

Bolts -of each salank type,. length, and material were tested statically, with the results -shown in

Tables A3, AS, and A7. Typical load-strain curves for long reduced.shank bolts of all three materials

are shown in Fig. 2. A set of 12 long reduced-shank SAF. 1020 CR bolts was examined for evidence

of strain-aging. These bolts were subjected to two -impact landings, then aged it room temperature for

times ranging from 2 hours to 96 days. They were then given a static tensile test to reveal any change

in mechanical properties. Although the elastic limits of all of these bolts were somewhat higher than

usual, no correlation was observable between this quantity and the aging.time. A series, of repeated

loading static tensile tests on 0.505-in. specimens of this material revealed no unusual characteristics.

All static tests were performed on a hydraulically operated tension-compression testing machine of

60,000-lb capacity. The strain in the bolts was measured by means of an ac bridge circuit incorporating

two diametrically opposite strain gages which were located adjacent to the threaded section of the bolts.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.

IMPACT TEST PROCEDURE AND APPARATUS

The i-.pact tests were performed on the Navy Aediunweige" 'igh-Impact Shock Machine (20). iase

plates 17.6 in. diameter and 2 in. thick, and mating weights 17.1 in. diameter and 2 in. thick, were
fabricated of hot-rolled steel plate. The weights fitted into recesses in the Luse plates to eliminate

shear and bending forces on the test bolt. The test bolt, which was loaded by the inertial forces of
the restrained weight during periods of negative acceleration of the base plate, was consequently

subject only to tensile loads. rhe impact test arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 4. The

length of the tapered bushir.; was adjusted to provide ,,n initial length of thread eaga-ement equal to

one nominal bolt diameter (0.750 in.).
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instrumentation we* attaecled to tie loading v;eightu for maas-,
urenmene of load velocities &ad accelerations. end the shock

m-ichine anvii table was struck fromk below.

Two extrernes of shipboard installation were simulitted by different methods ofattaching the base
plate to the shock machine. In the first metbod, the base plate was fastened directly to the anvil table,
providing very abrupt velocity changes. 'This type of shock is very similar to that experienced by eqnip-
ments mounted near the hull of a ship subjected to underwater explosion. In the second method, the base
plate was mounted on channels according to the normal specifications for shock tests of Naval equip-
ments (21). To a large extent, this removes the abruptness of acceleration and deceleration noted in the
first type of mounting, and is typical of hat experienced by equipments at inboard alcations. The flexi-
bility of the channels, however, introduces strongly defined frequencies into the shock motions, which
may be extremely daniagiig when they coincide with the naturel frequencies of equipments or components.
The two types of test mountings ere illustrated in Figs 5 and 6, respectively.

The s:iock motions of tic anvil table were kept as uniform as possible from blow to blow by main-
taining the total load on the table constant for all tests. The hommerw-'s dropped from a height of
2.25 ft. and the sinvil table was rcstricted to an upward travel of 1.5 in. The weights of the loads
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rvstruiiied by the specimen bolts were either 0~9, 293, or .423 lb, ind one bolt was tested with a load
of 122 lb. Follow~ing each blow, the bolt was removed, and its elougation was mieasured. h~ was thnen
replitcad ins the a~pparatus andl tightened to a predetermined stress.

_VC3O001TY

*7 *

A.

14 

4

- nder test. their restrainedi leads topped by v-elocity m~tets. The

dummy loads betweas then enabled the total lead on the shock

mount Ing'arrang~me his.

7he measuring instruments were an SR-4 strain -gage which was attached to the shank of the bolt
immnediately adjacent to* the threads, an NIB type 200 velocity meter fastened to the anvil table, and a
quartz crystal accelerometer and/or an M1B type 200 velocity meter attached to the load. The signals
produced by these devices were recorded simultaneously. The instrumentation may he seen in Figs. S
and 6.

Becfore eacli tert blow, the 'bolt under test was tightened until, an attached stroain gage indicated a
Prestress of 25,000 psi. In the case of 1020 1IR bolts, the prestress was reduced to 20,000 psi. The

torqe rquied o rachthi ~rg wen he oltwo~fi-t tightene w~o reroi-d d, enabling the propires.
to he approximated for later blows if the strain gage had failed. In the case of straigf_-shank bolts, where
most of the elongation occurred in the exposed length of the thread, the strain gage n 'z'y survive4 the
bolt. In the came of reduced-t.hank bolts, the 'gage usually failed after the first few blows, since elonga-.
tion occurred almost eicclu~iively in the shank, near where the gage was -attached.

ClfARAGCTFRIS-TCS OF IMPA';T TEsTr REfCORlDS

Figure 7 presents typical records obtair~ed 4uring tr,-,to or viarions bolts. flerords or the velocity
of the center of the anvil table exhiibit a wnveforrn tpproximnting it step change of velority with' so0me
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ChAmuela. Here the-base plate of Fig. 4 in secured to wt ndard
stountiug ehonuels. One belt is shown in position f~r teat.

high-firequency modulation. Th5 anvil table is accelerated upward -far a period of about 1 millisecond,
after which its average velocity is essentially constant'at a value of about 6 ft/sec. When the anvil
table reaches the limit of its permissible travel, it int abruptly restrained by the tabi" holddown bolts,
its velocity reversal taking 2 to 3 milliseconds. Tinr.ing was provided by An auxiliary 1-7ke signtal, or
by blanking mnarkers spaced at millisecond intervals..

When the load is mounted directly on the anvil table (Fig. 7a ond 7b), its velocity record is
essentially that of a high-frequency, sizv,le-degree-of-freedom system excited by a ste~p change of
velocity. The frequency of the load-bolt system varies from about 200 cps for 423-lb loads to 300 cps
for 169-lb loads. Ini the case of an idealized," undamped system excited by a step velocity change V11
the motion of the mass may be described by the expression

V 2 = V 1 [1-cos W n t],

where V 2 is the velocity of Ile mass and co. is the natural circular frequency of the -system. In these
teats, the peak load velocities were found to be about 1.6 to 1.7 times the velocity of the anvil table,
indicating that this simple system is a fair approximation to that which actually existed..

Records of load velocity in the case of channel-mounted loads (Fig. 7c0 reveal a rather smooth
sinusoidal motion at a frequency of about 60 cps. AbrupL velocity changes, due to stopping the anvil
table, are ivolated from tim test bolt due to the low-pass filter action of the mounting channels. ht
was found under these circumstances that, for light loads, many of the bolts' did not stretch plastically,
so it was necessary to replace these loads by ones of 423 pounds before any plastic strain could be
indiiced. Since the data from these bolts, when rest~reiiing 169-lb loads, consist entirely of zero
average extensions per blow, they nre not included ir. the graphs of Fig.. 9, bu~t art presented separately
MRi Table A9.
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When the load-bolt system is mountatd directly on the anvil table, four major strain peaks are
found (Fig. 7). Three of thest occur during the rise time of tht anvil 4tble, while the fotirth, and
generaljy largest, coincides with the reversal of the table.

The first three peaks are caused by transient oscillatiohs due to flexibility of the table "which
impose dynamic atrairn on the bolt before the anvil table reaches the upper limit 6f its travel. The

eax:mum value of the first strain peak is of the same order, of magniLude as that caused by table
reversal, tad ia sufficiently large to extend well into the plastic range. The forces acting on a bolt
at these ttmes may be determined as the product of th-e weight restrained by the bolt and its -negative
peak of acceleration, which -is shown on most of the records.

When the load-bolt system is ulounted on channels, strain peaks appear at each period of negative
load acceleration. Exccpt'for the 423-lb loads, these peaks are small and almost entirely elastic. With
both methods 6f load mounting, the strain records are quite -smooth, indicating that the higher frequencies
observed in the .load velocity and acceleration curves are local vibrations at the instrument lbcations
that cause little strain in the bolt.

If the strain maxima for each blow are derived from the SR-4 records for several successive. blows,
they are found to decrease steadily. This effect is caused by the development of necking at a location
some distance from the gage. Since reduced-shank bolts are subject to greater uniform strain than the
straight-shank type, and slort bolts are generally subject to greater strains than long bolts, this effect
can be observed only for long, straight-shank bolts. This effe't maybe observed in. the group of data
in Table A8.

Although necking occurred in the threads of the.straiglt-ehank bolts, some pernmaaent elongation
oecurred over the entire length of-the bolt for the first two or :iree blows. Thereafter, the ratio of
thread root area to shank area was reduced sufficiently to ;ause all yielding .to take piece, in the exposed

S threads. Reduced-shank bolts, on the other hand, continued to strain plastically in the shank. As a
.result, strain gages were subjected to much greater"stiains in reduced-shank bolts, usually silficient
to cause gage failure during the first or second blow. Those attached toSAE 4140 bolts generally
survived three of four blows.

Five if the SAE 1020 i1R short, straight-shank bolts failed by shearing their threads; this was not
observed in bolts of the other materials. These bolts are indicated by a T beneath the appropriate bars
of Figs. 8 through 16.

One SAE 1020 HR long reduced-shank bolt elongated to such a degree that it could no longer be
tightened; testing of this bolt was consequently discontinued. All of the 1020 HR straight-shank bolts
failed in the threads, and all reduced-shank bolts failed about mnidway along the shank. All'bolts showed
reduction of area at the point of failure; this was greatest for the SAE 1020 HR bolts and least for
SAE 4140.

It is usual, in the case of tests which rupture the specimen or bolt with a single blow, to present
impact work, or its ratio to static work, as the quantity of interest. Under the conditions or repeated
impact loadings, this quantity is difficult to determine, due to the uncertainty concerning the energy
absorbed by the bolt for any particular blow. From the bolt strain and load acceleration curves, an
estimate could be made forthose blows for which records of these quantities exist, but a great deal
of computation would be required, and a reasonable ,'egree of accuracy could not ultimately be expected.

Measured values of the selected test parameters are shown on Figs. 8through 16. Each blow is repre-
sented by n. separalte numbered bar. The values shown for averngt extension per blow are those observed
for all blows except that which fractured the bolt. The extension for this last blow was ,sually about half
that ior any preceding blow, indicating that the bolts usually failed at an early stage of the last blow. The
v.•lis, given for the otter properties are te' averages of the values observed for all blows.
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bolts the lucreass was so grest as to result in invariabls failure of the gnige. Thv valtes stated .are

averages for all blows.

It shouldbe noted that the peak table and load velocities had little effect on the.rate or magnitude
of the strain experienced by the bolt. In addition, differences between these velocities do not accurately
provide the velocity of deformation of the bolt, since anvil table or channel flexibilities permit the base
plate of the testing rig to acquire velocities considerably different from those measured at the center of
th. anvil table. The maximum inertia load supported by the test bolt is the product of the peak negative
acceleration (or the maximum negative slope of the velocity-time curve) and the mass of the lead, and is
equal to the maximum force transmitted by the bolt. This quantity is dependent upon the strength of the
bolt. Considering the designs of the bolts tested, it is evident that the gages attached to reduced-shank
bolts will be at locations where maximum strain occurs, so that readings from such gages may be expected
to vary with the maximum inertia load on the bolt, while gages attached to straight-shank bolts will be
exposed primarily to the elastic part of the strain, so that any relation between pealk inertia load and peak
strain measured in these bolts will be much less pronou-ced. That this is found experimentally may be
seen from the data of Figs. 11 through 16.

Records O1 bolt strain and acceleration of table-mounted loads (Fig. 7) show four major periods of
activity; of these, however, the period immediately following the initial acceleration of the anvil table
awl that associated with the anvil table reversal generally have more effect than the other two. Consequently,
data nre presented for these two periods only, the former being referred to as the "first peak" and the latter
ns the "riecohd peak". The second peak in somewhat greater in magnitude than the first, and consequently
plnya a prop-wtionately greater role in the determinat ion of the properties of bolts as measured in these tests.
In alý 'aph", the vahose stated for the test parameters wre the average val'3es for each blow during which
trlwe qttnt.tities were treanured.
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WIMACT TEST IIS11SLTS

BJlows to Failure

Since the vclocity of the load relative to the anvil, table was found to be aZjout the sanre for all

loads and bolts, being varied principally by the load-mounting arrangement, it may be assumed that
all bolts tested with the same load and load-mounting arrangement absorbed about the same amount of
energy d4uring a typical blow, and that this amount of eiiergy increased about linearly with the load.
General trends drawn from Fig. 8 concerning the number of blows to failure indicate that

a. Reduced-shank bolts will withstand more blows before failure tban equivalent strqight.shank

bolts.

b. Long bolts will withstand more -blows -before failure then equiva-lent isort bolts.

c. Short reduced-shank bolts are only slightly better than short atraight-ohank bolte; the
-advantage 6f the reduced-shank bolt becomes considerable a the bolts become long.

d. Long straight-shank bolh have. only a slightly ltger life fnMer the given shock conditions
than equivalent s'hort straiglit-shaiak bolts.

e. The number of blows a bolt of any design and material dan survive will vary inversely with
the load multiplied by a constant determined by the material, bolt idesign, and load tnounting.

I. Other control paratneters being the same, SAE 4140 bolts will v..urive the greatest auvber
of blows, followed in order by SAE 1020 CR and SAE 1020 HR.

It is interesting to note that with loads of 423 pounds, bolts of'all designs, :materials, and load
mosnting arringements survive a comparable number of blows (about 2 to 4), although the variation is
very large (from 5 to 25) when the lighter loads are used. Mounting the load. on channels 4ppears both
to increase the individual variation between results of identical bolts, and to'amplify the dependence
of 'blows to failure" on load. Some bolts, fbr channel-mnounted arrangements and for small loads, could
not be fractured, on the average, those .bolts which were fractured with channel'moiintedarrangements
survived about the same number of blows as similar bolts with the same loads table-mouated.

Average Elongation per Blow

The bar graphs of Fig. 9 illustrate the elongation per blowi and permit the following generalizations:

a. For a given condition, the bolt elongation per blow, for a successive seriekof blows exclusive
of the blow causing fracture, is approximately constant..

b. The major factors affecting the bolt elongation per blow were the bolt naterial, the load,
and the load-mounting arrangement.

c. Minor vuriations in bolt elongation were caused by bolt Jesign. These effects were more
pronounced for greater loads. In general, average elongations per blow were greater for reduced-
shbnk than for straight-shank bolts, and short bolts generally had greater elongations per blow than
nimilar long bolts.

d. Thiere wni no correlation between elongation per blow with channel- and table-nlouaate4
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e. As expected, the average elongation per blow was greater for SAE 1020 11H bolts, followed
by SAE 10'20 Cli and SAE 4140 bolts.

f. In general, 1krng reduced&shank bolts showed greater averase eloagations than bolts of the
other designs.

Total Elongation at Failure

Figure 10 illustrates the tota-l elongation at Lailure, from which the following generalizations are
made:

a. Reduced-shank'bolts undergo greater -total elengation than straight-shank bolt3, and long
bolts undergo -greater total elongation than short bolts.

b. The indreased total elongation or long bolts as compared to short bolts was less noticeable
in straight-shank than in reduced-shank bolts.

c. Total elongation 'was found -to be a constant of the va'terial.and the bolt design, and was
little affected by changes of the load and load mounting.

d. Total elongations of SAE 1020 11R bolts.wete the greatest followed by 1020 CR and
4140 bolts.

It should not he inferred froth this that the total elongation will not change if the rate-of-strain is
drastically altered. Table 1, which Ulustrates the total elongation to fracture for similar bolts under
static and dynamic conditions, shows generally incrensed elongation ander dynamic conditions, with
a greater percentage -increase for reduced shank bolts.

An interesting feat-ire of these graphs is that the total elongations of long reduced-shank bolts
of all materials are greater for 169-lb loads than with other la.ds. Since with this load, bolts of this
design had by far the lot..est lifetime (most blows before fracture) of all bolts tested, this is possibly
due to a stain-aging process. Other attem-ps to show strain aging were not successful.

Load Deceleration, Peak and Average

In the data shown in Figs. 11 through 14, peak decelerations have been derived from the maximum
negative signals of the load accelerometer, and *average" decelerations from the average slope of the
load velocity-time records. This latter figure is more significant, since the higher frequencies present
in the former are ignored. Thew-.. higher frequencies are local vibrations which do not appear appreciably

.in the strain records of tte bolts. The average decelerations indicate the maximum values that can be
effected under these load-bolt arrangements and for these shock conditions. The bolts were undergoing
plastic flow during the stage of maximum deceleration.

Load decelerations encountered during the second peak (the peak resulting from the reversal of
the table velocity, Fig. 7) were generally somewhat greater than those found during the first peaks; in
particular, a very large increase (about 200-300 g) was found for peak decelerations of loads restrained
by short straight-shank bolts of bot'. SAE 4140 and SAE 1020 CR steel. While individual variations of
similar bolts were alsomore pronounced, the general characteristics were much the same as' hose found
during the rest peak.
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TA RLF I
Cowiarisonn of Static and Dynamiic Properties of Bolts

f Total
eia Type of Bolt aergth I eatrained 4 t Blfwitr elongation

-test (in.) . oli' (11)).) (psi x 10f)
1020 -Dynamic 4% 169 Reduced

169 St •ai ht
293 Reduced 4 85.f

293 Straig).t 6 0. 693 58.9

423 Reluced 5 1.185 74.0
423 StraLght 4 0.684 70.0

2 169 Reduced - - -

169 Straight -

293 Reduced 4 O.455 78. 0
293 Straight 3 0.275 S5.8
423 Reduced 2 0.442 84.3

423 Straight 2 C.378 60.8

Static 4% Reduced 1.056 49.8
Straight 0.618 52.8

2 Reduced 0.464 6S.6
Straight 0.2S0 50.9

/S Rotio 4% Reduced 1.1 1 .6
Straight 1.1 1.1

2 Reduced 1.0 1.2
_ _Straight 1.3 1.1

1020 CR Dynamic 49 169 Reduced is 0.706 117.2
169 Straight 10 0.356 104.2
293 Rechace. 6 0.584 169.0
293 Straight - - 109.1
423 Reduced - -

423 Straigt 3 0.333 149.3
169 Redced 9 0.347 14A.2
16 Straight 6 0.276 120.S
23 R 3 0.302 :55.5
-" strewI 4 OL 300 124.0•
423 NdicM 3 0. 29'7 J32.7

423 Straight 3 0.21 96.0

Static 4 6 Reduced C.410 5 90.8
Straight 0.311 7S.1

" "3Reduiced 0.280 97.7
2 23 Straight 0.274 77.S

D/4 Ratio 4M Reduced 1.6 1.6
Straight 1.1 1.6

2 Reduced 1.1 "4.S
Straight 1.1 IS

4140 Dynamic 4% 169 Reduced 21 0.610 83.1

169 Straight 10 0.222 71.2
293 Reduced - - 9&.1
293 Straight 24 0.1• 84.1
423 Redu.ced 7 0.523 82.7
1,2.3 Straight 2 0.208 -5.9

2i169 Reduced 6 0.166 04.1
169 Straight S 0.114 74.4
223 Reduced .. 1
293 Straight 2 0.112 84.1
423 Reduced 3 0.215 97.9423 St raight - -

Sta•.ii 4% Reduced 0.378 102.7
| St raight 0. 186 89.2

2 Reduced C. 119 209.6
1St raight O. 117 94.1

D / S R at i o 4 1 6 R e u e 1 -5 0 . 9

Straight 1.1 0.9
2 Reduced 1.6 0.8

1' Straight 1.0 0.8

Values aiven are evtvaLe values from all bolt trestraining table-twomnted loads.
cuss = maximum stress. computed from velocity records, and does n•ot inlude data from
the blow which fractured the bolt.
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Peak Dynamic Strain

The dynamic strain'was determined by a ;age attached at a definite location on a bolt, and

indicates only the average strain that occurs over that section. The sensitive element consisted of

an SR-4 strain gage affixed tothe bolt immediately above the threads, andlhence removed from the

region of necking of all bolts. The data presented are consequently more nearly proportional to the

uniform part of the strain theq to the total elongation. The foll6wing generalizations may be made

from the strain records and the tabulations of Figs. 15 and 16:

a. Under the same experimental conditions, reductd-shauk bolts underwent a greater uniform
strain than straight-shank bolts, and short bolts experienced a greater strain than long bolts.

b. The variation of indicated strain with bolt length was greater in reduced-shank bolts, where
the distance between the gage and the region of necking varied, than in straight-shank bolts, where
necking occurred at the same distance from the gage regardlkss of bolt length. This effect was less

.mrked in SAE 4140 bolts than in those of the other materials, since in this case only a small amount
of necking occurred.

c. While SAE 10,.0 fiR bolts acquired the greatest total elongation (Fig. 9), this was due largely
to necking; the uniform strain was lowest for SAE 1020 HR bolts.

Strains measured during the second peak (reversal of table 'elocity) were -much greater than those
found during the first peak, part-icularly in the case -of 1020 !R -bolts. In bolts of this material, local
strains were sufficiently -high to cause failure of the gage.

CONCLUSIOMS

The use of reduced-shank bolts results in more desirable shock .characteristics, particularly when
bolts are fairly long. The effect of reducing the shank is not great for -short bolts. Since reduced-shank
bolts can still be tightened after having been stretched to an unsafe degree, itnmay be necessary that
their lengths he checked after conditions of shock that require retightening,. and thet they be replaced
when their percent elongations reach some critical value, determined primarily by the material of the
bolts. For straight-shank bolts, the plastic strain occurs in the threaded region, so such a bolt can
no longer be tightened after muh plastic flow.

While it is known (11) that the advantages of high tensile alloys w;th respect to the mild
steels may decrease ander conditions of shock, there is still a considerablh advantage in the use of
properly heat-treated high tensile alloys. Of the three materials tested, the SAE 4140 possessed the
most favorable properties. SAE 1020 HR should not generally be used unless -some shock protection
is desired by virtue of its ability to provide -large deformations..

Such stress risers as threads and scratches, that require a relatively small amount of plastic flow
for their relief, have comparatively little effect on the performance of bolts under shock conditions.
h should notbe inferred from this that stress risers such as cutouts and corners in structures, that can
only be relieved by a large amount of plastic flow, are uLiniportant.

Aging processes appear to have a definite effect on the properties of bolts under impact conditions,
but this can only be qualitatively determined from the data of these tests. It appears that if more strain-
aging time is allowed, some improvement in the numberof blows to failure, or ability to absorb energy,
results.
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The test re-.la, ,4inonanrize,1 in'1Thble 1, hlave been fiornd to be esuentially in agreement with
published data (11), pnrticulnrly in the'. case of rMlcedl-8hank bolts. 'l1c.ratios of dynamic to
static elongations, and the ratios of dynamic to static maiintrin stresses, exhibit considerable variation
with bolt design. In general, SAE 4140 bolts exhibit the greatest increase in ductility under dynamic
conditions, while that of 1020 fil und 1020 CR bolts increases but little. SAE 1020 CR bolts, however,
show the greatest increase in* maximum stress, while 4140 bolts show the somewhat anomalous character-
is'ic of an actual decrease in this quantity. This is probably due, at least in part, to the fact that the
dynamie stress-strain curve of this material decreases considerably for blows following the first; for
example, the curves of Reference (11) indicate theat while the dynamic prmportional limit-during the first
blow is 1.64 times the static, d A'ing the second blow this racio drops to ahouL. 1.44. This effect does
not occur to such an extent in either SAE 1020 fill or 1020 CR bolts.
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APPENDIX )
SoMe StatC "Id Dylamic Pvopertlea of Rweaese*tal'v. Bolts
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specimena.\Tabls':Ab ohows ern dyamic properlee of representeahw 4-1/4-46-Iong astralat-ehank bolt.,
and Table A9 VerýnKLtR tek r dai te % t such boltse were not eatly deforam wider their test conditlona.
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static Prpan i.. of IM M S$ n.-.ane wle-

specmenDiaeter(po v 0)(psi a 1)0) ("a1 x 190) (Pat o. s fae

7-- - -s
0.05 0. 41.1 43 c 47.0 40.5 2.

2 0.50O54 .30:: 43.1 59.21 42.4 42.5 43.7

4 ."3. .7. 4f.5 42.8 061.

S.3o05 31.3 40.4 $3 6. 4 2. 4.0 2. 07

M 0. 4M 27 3 9.S U.4 40 .9 20 0 .40

a.,60 1.0 *. . 5. .8
a. t00a 0 t

* 61 eitwovea.e.*ta~eb~bl

Diare (pot * log), ow.4aba aI 101) (Pi 11AA " ~) Inal

4-.) - i .

I L 06 1. .M 11 4. .7
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SPT#Op..,tl#S Of 1020 CIO.MS-In..oismt~r SPvCiaIns&
specimen wwwstew(I

(psi xtoo0) (psi 510') (pia0)()

1 0.3045 29.0 5.3.0 0,1113 19610 12.51 0.505 Me. 47,5 0.169 83, 11110.1 0.04 29.1 51.25 0.176 90.0 ),4 0,505 29.0 48.75 0.16* 8ý.71 15s,s 0.503 29.0 48.11 0.167 62.5 18.06 0.304S 2F.4 300 0.170 02.5 20.57 0.905 29.4 50.0 0.170 90.0 16.5a .305 278 ~ C 0' 6.2s 18.32P q.0 . 48.1S to. '3 90.0 24.510 0.304 20.1 4d.5 0.1 83.78 18.3
Iteag 256 4a, (.173 68.0 1.

0 as'

TABMI Lb

static Praotifeg af 03D QR sette

A! f Orgie it'~ ~ 3 ~[~j3 ij

.. 0.7 ........ in.U. 0.3 U.o of. a01 0. 4X12 IL 0.06 97.8 74.8

14 30. 5, 3 93.0 415.05 0.42815 U 0.73 J1.60 52.3 .4

Ma -0 0.2*o 9'PI 0. 7 30.1a Ott Mv Sang 0@a~hh .3 a1

It SL 0.71 20. 86.-I. G 7. o________________O____.______0.______
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TABLE A6
* $ tat Ir Prnpert ias, of 4140 0.505- &n. -a,.t aae S...rio~nen

q(cmt im trs (P'41 x 10 6) * )0S
10- (pa x t ) (plix13 Pi 101) (w

4 0.507 27.5 24.3 62.9 1. 66 3.

9 0.. 36~~cr.4t~ 109. 9414 1*1.

Ormap. noe. atU4 m. ssoa~t i

S.1o sties.37 544 901 396 6.0

Stti 0.050tie of. 4.10 74.0 PSI 0.

IL3 0.736 71.2 a 433 19.0 99.0 0.166

4 3 0.730 20.9 3.5 76.1 "0.2 0. 100

.4 0.49 3696 1.5 38.1. 77. 66. 0.30

Ill * ind 302 34 0. 9. 01

25 0:G :S8 91 I9 .7

Sm 010 2. 17 7. . .I
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rADIIA AR
Somec Dyviamic iloi'.vties of 4ý- in I-? 7.* S1rire~t btofi)r BD'dt Restraining

T.bhei&e.,i~ Lafs-~

Type %Ii Rtestralnd pl. Istrirn at 4W4(%) i

-- a"r. plastic pl"L per blow toa

),S14 SO. 0.141 0. b41
Iog.Ic2 0.101 0.322

3 .0 0.349
4 0.111 0.400
5t 0.1)3 0.703
t 0.1~30 0.71.11

static 30,2 12.1 .3

itytnid 2.54 59.7 0.713p

1020 iR Dynmlew 100 1 92.9 0.25 0.08 0.09 0.018 41.0411
2 112.4 0.1It 0.04 0.12 0 'J3 0.0"4
3 9 ILI.0 0.25 0.03 0.14 -A.022 0.90"
4 2.64 63.? 0.14 0.02 0.17 0.021 0.044

5 fl5 ":99.1 : 0.20 0.0 0.2 0.02 013
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